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Background

This organizational audit was requested by the Fayetteville Housing Authority
(FHA) Board of Commissioners on August 29, 2018. Executive Director,
Deniece Smiley initially was cooperative of the audit, but on September 17,
2018 began refusing to provide information, would not sign the agreement,
provide payment or even allow the consultant to print copies of the board
handbook at the FHA office. At the September 20, 2018 board of
commissioners meeting, Deniece was released from duties as Executive
Director. The following day, Laura Higgins, Section 8 Director, was named
Acting Interim Executive Director and was directed by the Board via an
authorization letter to fully cooperate with the audit. Between September 24
and October 13, the consultant was able to be on-site to observe a number of
processes.

Late in the process (October 17), Laura Higgins, Section 8 Director, announced
her plans to retire effective on November 7. Some recommendations may
need to be amended with this new organizational factor considered.

During numerous conversations the staff provided invaluable information and
worked collaboratively to consider solutions previously rejected. This assisted
in the findings and discoveries of this report.
This organizational audit was designed to give an overview of the
organization within a 45-day time period, not a comprehensive deep dive into
every operational process. Further strategic planning and consulting will be
needed to execute all items of this audit and discover more detailed
suggestions.
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Executive Summary

First and foremost, the FHA underutilizes technology. Examples include:
•
•
•
•
•

Typewriters used to fill out forms and type addresses on envelopes
Lack of online application, reporting of work orders, and rental
payments
Paper work orders for maintenance workers, clients call in work orders
Large number of paper forms for client updates
Paper files without consideration of storage and scanning

Next, the FHA does not currently use the discretion granted by HUD to
respond to community housing needs. HUD can be used as an ally to discover
ways to better serve the local community by requesting technical assistance,
exploring the best way to leverage community resources, and learning about
best practices from other communities. FHA could also leverage a number of
HUD recommendations. Examples include:
•
•
•
•

Local preferences for waiting list placement
Funding routine and exceptional maintenance
Utilizing other community resources like CDBG grants and city match
funds
Collaborating closely with the NWA Continuum of Care

Due to the FHA’s apparent view of continuing with “this is the way we’ve done
it”, new ideas do not appear to have been fully explored. Finding alternative
funding sources, looking for creative partnerships and engaging residents in
ways that show dignity and demonstrate understanding for the barriers they
face are ways to begin to change the public perception of the FHA.

Historically, FHA has lacked vision of the leadership opportunity it could fill in
the Northwest Arkansas community. FHA needs a clear vision on their role in
promoting adequate and affordable housing in our community. The FHA
currently serves over 875 residents and clients. This provides the FHA with
the opportunity to be a cohesive voice for vulnerable members of our
community and an advocate in the affordable housing crisis our community
faces.
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FHA is at a critical time in their history. In addition to a primarily new board
(most serving less than one year), they will now embark on finding a new
Executive Director.

Moving forward the board will need to establish a clear vision on their role in
the oversight of policy and advocacy; while also entrusting day-to-day
operations to their Executive Director. Their next important decision will be
the selection of the Executive Director. It is imperative that the new Executive
Director have experience in another high performing HUD-funded
organization, be progressive and understanding of the unique challenges and
opportunities in Northwest Arkansas.
Many other service providers in the Northwest Arkansas homeless service
provider system have had a major change in leadership in the last 18 months.
This has given these organizations an opportunity to leave behind the “this is
how we’ve always done it” mentality and engage in new and creative ways of
providing more efficient and helpful services to their clients. FHA can take
advantage of the same leadership change.
The new Executive Director of the FHA will need to be able to form
relationships quickly in the homeless service system, as well as in the greater
community. The board can assist this effort by being generous with their
community contacts and lending this person the credibility that individual
board members have accumulated.

It will be imperative that the new Executive Director view their staff as
trusted team mates that need guidance to embrace this new direction. Too
heavy of a hand will meet with resistance. Too little oversight will allow the
staff to do things how they’ve always done them, and will cause change efforts
to proceed too slowly.
The new Executive Director must bring a clear concept of the direction they
can lead and guide the organization using their strengths, skills and
experience. They will need to balance this confidence and vision with a
collaborative spirit that understands how our community can promote
adequate and affordable housing, economic opportunity, and a suitable living
environment without discrimination for all.
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Proposal details

The Belford Group proposes to do an Organizational Audit assessing current
processes and systems to ensure the board is compliant and staff is executing
the Board’s direction.

• Scope of project includes, but is not limited to, the following areas:
• Review HR policies, ensuring job descriptions, employee evaluations are
adhered to at every level of the organization and other functions are
properly executed
• Review client facing policies and procedures to determine if they are
client-focused and efficient
• Review financial protocols and procedures
• Spatial analysis of office for future renovations
• Research steps need to begin implementation of strategic plan
• Develop marketing messaging to increase community confidence
• Review on-boarding process for new board members
• All other organizational elements that could impact the community’s
perception or the execution of the responsibilities of the Fayetteville
Housing Authority and Board

At the conclusion of this agreement, the Board will be provided with the
following deliverables:

• Draft of board member handbook. The board agrees to finalize the
handbook after the final recommendations report is made
• HR performance measures
• Social media and marketing messaging policy
• Final report of recommendations to be considered
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Board Handbook

In addition to delivering all commissioners and the FHA attorney a copy of a
board handbook, the FHA website also now has an agency materials page
(https://fayettevillehousingauthority.org/about-us/agency-materials/) with
approximately two years of board meeting minutes, links to videos and all
materials included in the board handbook. Items include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Arkansas Freedom of Information Act
Freedom of Information Act At a Glance
Procurement Policy
FHA Bylaws
Lead The Way Roles & Responsibilities Quick Reference
Housing Authority Act of Arkansas
Roberts Rules Cheat Sheet

FHA Commissioners are encouraged to complete the HUD-provided Lead The
Way PHA Governance and Financial Management training for board
commissioners:
https://www.hudexchange.info/trainings/courses/lead-the-way-phagovernance-and-financial-management/
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HR performance measures

All employees have a job description in paper format. A few of the newer roles
are stored in electronic format. Job descriptions are not currently used as a
method to keep employees on track for their current position.
Job evaluations are currently performed at 6 months in a new position, and
then rarely after that. The four employees that are currently beyond 6 months
in their role do not have any written record of a job evaluation. One employee
received a raise after the Johanson Group audit performed in 2003, which is
the only indication that an evaluation resulted in a raise.

Two employees are scheduled to have 6-month evaluations by 12/31/2018.
One is a new employee and one is new to the role. Five employees are
scheduled to have 6-month evaluations in 1st Quarter 2019. One is new to the
role and four are new employees.
Primarily annual raises have been a standard cost-of-living raise, not a
performance evaluation. However, not all employees receive the same rate of
pay which may have indicated an informal performance measurement that
was not communicated to employees.
While there are three supervisors, as referenced in the Organizational Chart
below, supervisors did not demonstrate that they had been empowered to
perform evaluations and make recommendations for raises. Hiring and
removal of personnel from their role was done primarily by the Executive
Director, except in the Maintenance department which relied on the
supervisor for hiring recommendations.

Payroll is processed through Lindsey Software Systems. Laura Higgins
administers new employee packets and adds employees to the software after
the Executive Director makes a hiring decision. Further review of employee
files would be required to ensure complete compliance with all HR reporting.

There is no record of the Executive Director, Deniece Smiley receiving an
employee evaluation, even while Deputy Director.
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Current Organizational Chart

Executive
Director

Laura Higgins

Section 8 Director &
Admin Asst

Joy Hunnicutt

Public Housing/PBRA
Director

Shawntill Roberts
Sec. 8 Housing Spec.

Arlethia Patterson
Sec. 8 Asst./Inspector

Chrystal
McPherson

Public Housing/PBRA
Inspector/Asst

Janet Ortega

Housing Specialist

MD Atwell
Maintenance Foreman

Mauricio Jimenez

Maintenance Mechanic A

Carlos Iraheta

Maintenance Mechanic B

Jose MessinaRodriguez

To be Filled
Maintenance
Mechanic A

Maintenance Mechanic B

Marc Smith

To be Filled
Maintenance
Mechanic A

Maintenance Mechanic B

HCV – Housing Choice Voucher (Section 8)
PBRA – Project-Based Rental Assistance
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The current organizational structure includes three basic departments:
Section 8(HCV)/VASH (voucher programs), Public Housing/Project Based
Rental Assistance (PBRA) and Maintenance. The only Project-Based Rental
Assistance program administered through FHA is the RAD conversion of
Morgan Manor. Its budget is separate and has different compliance
requirements than the other three Public Housing projects – Hillcrest Towers,
Willow Heights and Lewis Plaza.
Each supervisor has specific staff that report to them, and one staff member
reports to two supervisors. Based on previous misunderstandings or lack of
information sharing, the maintenance supervisor shares all information with
the Public Housing Director and with the Executive Director.

One employee has been with the organization over 30 years. This means that
they accrue 144 hours of vacation each year and can only rollover up to 288
hours. Both of these employees are valuable to the organization and do not
regularly take these vacation hours.

The maintenance supervisor is on medical leave. The Maintenance Mechanic A
works closely with the Public Housing Director to ensure work orders and
projects are progressing well in the supervisor’s absence.
Openings in maintenance are staffed by an outside employment agency. This
allows FHA to work with a potential employee for a number of weeks to see if
they are a good fit and if their skills match the needs of the FHA. If the
employee does not work out, the process to replace that work is simplified by
calling the staffing agency to request a replacement.

For maintenance staff, FHA pays $27-$30K ($13-$14); Average in Arkansas is
$29-$41K ($14-$19) according to Salary.com. For office staff, when reviewing
several job types on salary.com, FHA pays in the lower 25 percentile range.
Based on the length of time on the job, this seems to be appropriate.
Between Section 8 (HCV) and HUD VASH, FHA manages 632 vouchers.
According to surveys conducted by HUD and other organizations, national
average staff size for housing authorities of this size suggest 1 FTE per 115149 vouchers. For FHA this would mean between 4.2 and 5.5 FTE instead of
the current 3.55 FTE.
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Recommended Organizational Structure

Executive Director

HCV Director

Shawntill Roberts
HCV Housing Spec.

NEW
Deputy Director/
Public Housing

Joy Hunnicutt
Public Housing/PBRA
Director

MD Atwell
Maintenance Foreman

HCV Asst./Inspector

Chrystal McPherson
Public Housing/PBRA
Inspector/Asst

Mauricio Jimenez
Maintenance
Mechanic A

NEW
HCV Housing
Spec/Inspector

Janet Ortega
Housing
Specialist/Admin Asst.

Carlos Iraheta
Maintenance
Mechanic B

Maintenance
Mechanic A

Jose MessinaRodriguez
Maintenance
Mechanic B

Arlethia Patterson

Maintenance
Mechanic A
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Table 1. Salary Allocation by program
Title

HCV

Public Housing PBRA

Executive Director

25%

50%

Number of Employees/program
Housing Specialist

HCV Director & Admin Asst
HCV Housing Spec.

HCV Asst./Inspector

Maintenance Foreman

Maintenance Mechanic A
Maintenance Mechanic B
Maintenance Mechanic B
Maintenance Mechanic B

Public Housing/PBRA Director

Public Housing/PBRA Inspector/Asst

3.55

50%
80%

100%
100%

6.85

1.6

25%

25%

20%

25%

80%

20%

90%

10%

90%
90%
90%
75%
75%

10%
10%
10%
25%
25%

Recommendations – HR performance measures
Employee evaluations

FHA should select a performance tool to be used and train supervisors in this
tool. Regardless of the evaluation tool, each supervisor should set goals for
each employee to ensure everyone understands their role and contribution to
the organization’s success. Supervisors should conduct evaluations
approximately three months after performance goals are identified to ensure
employees have adequate time to make progress towards their goals.
Employee goals should be used to determine annual raises instead of the
current practice of cost-of-living raises that are inconsistent across
employees.
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Executive Director evaluation

FHA’s Annual Performance Evaluation of the Executive Director, stored in the
Google Drive Shared folder, gives guidance to the board on considerations to
factor when conducting performance evaluations. Additionally, two potential
options for board evaluations of the Executive Director are also in the folder.
After the FHA Board approves the job description for the new Executive
Director, an evaluation form should be selected and updated to match the job
description. This will expedite the process between creation of the job
description and creation of the evaluation form.
Social media and Internet Usage policy

In light of requiring email addresses, FHA should consider passing the
proposed Social Media and Internet Usage policy also found in the Google
Shared folder.
SOCIAL MEDIA AND INTERNET USAGE POLICY
Deputy Director

After Executive Director has been replaced and has 9-12 months on the job, a
new Deputy Director should be recruited to create a complementary skilled
leadership team.
Use HCV Consistently instead of Section 8

For consistency, replace Section 8 with HCV (Housing Choice Voucher) in all
documents to align with HUD - including titles. While talking with potential
clients, using Section 8 adds clarity. In official documents, it is more official to
use the proper term.
HCV Housing Spec/Inspector

Immediately hire HCV Housing Spec/Inspector to allow inspections to be
completed in pairs for safety and liability. This also builds staff capacity to
apply for additional vouchers.

Employee cell phone

A cell phone or second line app for the HCV department would allow
inspections to be accomplished without potentially sharing employee’s
personal cell phone (if you get lost and need to call for clarification, then the
client has your personal cell).
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Client Facing processes

Potential clients and residents must fill out a complete application. If the client
would like to apply for public housing, Morgan Manor (Project-Based Rental
Assistance), and Section 8(HCV), they have to fill out three separate
applications (each around 10-13 pages).
For public housing they must provide all documentation including proof of
income, birth certificates, etc. within 14 days of application or they are
removed from the waiting list. For Section 8(HCV), they have to provide
documentation of identity within 30 days.

Once placed on the waiting list, the client waits on average 3-24 months
depending on the program they apply for, and then clients are served first
come, first served basis. After 12 months on the waiting list, the staff mails a
letter to confirm they are still interested in the program. If they do not
respond within 30 days, they will receive a second letter. Then after 10
business days they are automatically removed from the waiting list and lose
their position on the waiting list. The applications are stored for three years
and then destroyed.

Any updates to the file must be made in person or via mail. Examples of
updates include changes in household members (like children moving out),
changes in income, or change of address. The office hours are Monday –
Friday, 8 am-12 pm and 1 pm-5 pm. Applications cannot be made on Fridays.

After a client is selected for a program, they are notified by mail. They must
complete an Update of Eligibility form verifying that their household size
remains the same and for Section 8(HCV) they must come in for a verification
of income appointment.
Section 8(HCV) clients are issued a voucher form authorizing them to find
housing that matches the Fair Market Rent standards and will pass Housing
Quality Standards inspection.

After a unit has been assigned to a client in Public Housing or Morgan Manor
or after the HCV client has found a unit, they must come in during normal
business hours to receive a briefing about the program and review their lease.
Work Orders

When a current resident has an issue with their unit, they must call the office
to request a work order. After hours this call goes to the security guard at the
Hillcrest Towers front desk. On weekends during the day, this call goes to the
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on-call maintenance staff member. The staff inputs the work order into the
Lindsey Software Systems then prints three copies for the maintenance staff
to complete. There is an opportunity for error if the office staff only puts the
unit information and does not include the tenant. This is common when new
employees are starting and should be stressed during training.

After the maintenance staff completes this work order, they leave one copy
with the resident and then they give the second copy back to the office staff to
input time spent, all resolution notes and complete the work order in Lindsey
Software Systems.

Recommendations - Client facing processes

Application process can be moved to an online application and include a
preliminary step of a pre-application.
Pre-Application

The pre-application upon which the waiting list is sorted would usually
include the following information about the applicant:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Name and social security number of head of household;
Date and time of application or application number;
Household Type (family, elderly, family with person with
disability);
Unit size required (number of family members);
Amount and source of annual income; (self-reported)
Admission preference, if any;
Accessibility requirement, if any; and
Race and ethnicity of the family head.

According to United States Interagency Council on Homelessness, PHAs can
establish a wide range of local preferences. Some examples include preferences
for veterans, people with disabilities, people who are homeless, chronically
homeless people, and people who are moving on from permanent supportive
housing or transitional housing. PHAs may also establish waiting list preferences
for victims of domestic violence. PHA policies that provide access to safe,
affordable, permanent housing, and partnerships with providers of services for
domestic violence victims can help to prevent homelessness for victims and their
families.
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WaitList Management

Once the application is received, the client could login at any time to see their
position on the waiting list, as well as receive notifications when it is time to
complete the application and submit verification documents. If the client did
not respond to the notification from the system, then a letter could be mailed
and a phone call made to alert them that they need to complete their
application. In addition to being more convenient for the client, it could
reduce staff time answering phone calls about waiting list placement.
PHA Administrative Plan & Public Housing Admission and Continued Occupancy
Policy (ACOP)

To ensure compliance with HUD, it is recommended that the Administrative
Plan & Public Housing Admission and Continued Occupancy Policy should be
updated to reflect these changes in policy. These documents were created by
Nan McKay & Associates in 2010 and have been updated several times
throughout the years with basic revisions as suggested by Nan McKay &
Associates.

Briefing Videos

Once a client is selected and has completed the paperwork, briefing videos
could be made to let the client know the parameters of the program they are
enrolling in. Videos could be provided while they are on the waitlist, as they
are in the process of completing paperwork, and post-selection. This could
allow people to watch the videos at their own leisure and be able to reference
them later. A portion of the briefing may have to be completed in person (and
available for people with disabilities or without technology), but the use of
videos can greatly reduce the amount of staff time.

Online Resident Portal

From the online resident portal, clients can submit updates to their records,
pay their rent online (small fee applies for credit card payments), and submit
work orders. All these functions can still be completed manually by visiting or
calling the office. The resident portal will allow clients to set up reminders via
text or email. It also includes an online message board to make important
announcements.
Mobile work order tracking

Mobile work orders eliminate paper copies by deploying iPad Mini devices
with the maintenance personnel. This will allow before and after pictures of
issues, more accurate tracking of time on-site, and tracking of expenses for
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each work order. Residents are notified via the online resident portal or
phone call depending on how they reported the issue.
Complaint forms

From time to time, residents do have a complaint. Currently, they have to
come to the office during regular business hours and fill out a paper form. This
form could be available online, be confidential, would provide greater clarity
for the complaint and improve customer satisfaction. Care will need to be
taken in reviewing complaints and addressing them appropriately.
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Financial protocols and procedures

According to the audit performed in the summer of 2018, financial protocols
and segregation of duties is currently being performed according to the policy
written by the FHA.

The Executive Director entered bills and approved payments. The Section 8
Director reconciled the bank statements. Invoices for maintenance were first
confirmed by the Maintenance Supervisor for accuracy. The Section 8 Director
issued payments to landlords for Housing Assistance Payments (HAP) and the
Executive Director reconciled the bank statements for the HAP accounts. All
bills are processed through Lindsey Software System. This allows the
accountant and auditor to have access to all financial transactions offering
further oversight.
The current budget for Public Housing is based on 196 Available Units.
However, two units have been removed from stock because of foundation
issues, so the budget should be amended to include only 194 units. The
Lindsey accountant will need to be notified to update the budget.
Currently, the Executive Director is solely responsible for budgeting and
projections.

Payroll is processed every other week and employees are given an option of
direct-deposit or paper check.

Recommendations - Financial protocols and procedures
Bill payment processing

To improve use of resources, the Executive Director should not enter bills into
the system. With online applications, the current housing specialist/
administrative assistant would be freed from some administrative work and
could be trained to enter bills after division directors coded the bills. Then
Executive Director would approve bills during the process of signing checks.
Online payment of landlords

Lindsey Software Systems has an additional module to allow online payment
of landlords via automatic checking account deposit. In addition to making
landlords process smoother, it will also save significant staff time.
Financial planning and training

Division directors should be trained in understanding the factors and
components of their budget to allow them to make recommendations.
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Additionally, Division Directors should understand the procurement policy to
ensure they remain in compliance and assist the Executive Director with the
responsibilities of purchasing.
Segregation of duties policy updates

The current segregation of duties policy references many former employees.
Until a new Executive Director is selected, care will need to be taken to ensure
proper segregation and oversight is followed. Additional services by the
accountant may need to be considered to comply.
Direct deposit

To reduce paperwork, all employees should have their paycheck deposited via
direct deposit.
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Operational Efficiencies

The FHA has depended heavily on paper and has not leveraged technology to
streamline client-facing processes and improve operational efficiency,
allowing an opportunity to increase staff capacity.

Historically, email addresses have been optional for staff members of FHA.
Three of the seven office staff had email accounts. The theory was that the
office was small and any information could be shared among staff easily. In
one instance, the Section 8 Director chose not to have an email account. If
email was sent to her, the Executive Director would print the information and
give it to her. If she needed to respond to the email, the Section 8 Director
would log in to the Executive Director’s account and respond.
On October 3, 2018, all office staff were set up with email addresses and GCM
Computers set up their computers to allow them to check the email via
Outlook or webmail.
There are four working typewriters used in the office. Examples of uses
include mailing labels, leases for public housing, and income verification
worksheets. In one department the income verification worksheet is typed,
and in the other department the form is completed by hand. This form is
available in the Lindsey Software System, but the staff has been instructed to
complete the information manually to ensure the computer is correct.

Each month, files are moved to the long-term storage room and they are
labeled correctly with the date they can be destroyed. As these are moved to
long-term storage, the staff processes the files that can be destroyed and then
removes them from the storage room to be shredded securely.

Currently, the active paper files for Public Housing use three full-size file
cabinets and Section 8(HCV) uses eight full-size file cabinets.

At this time, one office besides the Executive Director’s office is open and the
space outside Section 8 Director’s office is often used for briefings.

The computers in the office are loaded with Windows 7; have a 3.2 GHz
processor with 4GB of RAM. Several employees commented on loss of
efficiency due to the time needed to load Lindsey Software Systems especially
the search and new record screen. If files are stored, they are stored on the
local computer instead of on the server.
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Recommendations – Operational efficiency
Remove typewriters and leverage technology

Each form being typed should be reviewed to see if a fillable PDF exists in the
Lindsey Software Systems or is available online. In each step of the process,
employees should be encouraged to find a simpler process and not just do it
the way it has always been done. Additionally, employees should be trained to
understand any HUD regulations that might affect the process they are trying
to improve. Adobe® Acrobat Pro is a tool that can be used to fill out and
create fillable PDF, FHA should have at least one license.

Optimize computers and network mapping

Each computer needs to have a drive mapped to the server to facilitate backups. Additionally, computers should be upgraded to Windows 10, since
Windows 7 Mainstream support has ended and it has entered Extended
Support. (Microsoft.)
Spatial analysis of office

To improve efficiency, FHA can utilize a local vendor for file storage and
destruction. Further investigation will need to be conducted to determine if
the cost/benefit of scanning the active files is worth the cost. Once online
applications are instituted, the files may be able to be stored electronically
instead of storing paper copies.

After storage of files, reduction in paper applications and other paper forms
are streamlined, office space will need to be reassessed. The current file room
could be converted to a room used to conduct private meetings with clients
(infractions, questions about why they were rejected, etc.).

Overall conclusion, office remodel should be limited to re-configuring existing
furniture and equipment unless combined with Hillcrest Towers remodel.
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Marketing messaging

Current Mission Statement:
The mission of the Housing Authority of Fayetteville is to promote adequate
and affordable housing, economic opportunity and a suitable living
environment without discrimination for all.

Currently the only staff member that has business cards is the Public Housing
Director. The Executive Director previously had cards. At various times other
staff members have had temporary cards. Employees do not have name tags.
The logo that is being used is not available in high resolution to be added to
printed materials, business cards or name tags. The current business cards
have the logo displayed so small that it’s difficult to read.

Recommendations
Mission Statement

Ensure the mission is present as often as practical. Additionally, a strategic
planning workshop that would define objectives for the elements of the
mission statement would be an advantage to the organization.

Branding

A new logo will assist in sending the message to the community, staff and
residents that there is a change happening at FHA. The logo should be minimal
in design, modern and represent the mission statement. After the new logo is
decided, all employees should be issued business cards and a name tag.
Customer Service Training

The most important marketing messaging begins with the staff at FHA.
Ensuring the consistency of professionalism is present at all times will win the
confidence of many residents, potential clients and the community.
Consideration should be given to the staff that this is a very difficult position
to balance as many of their clients are very vulnerable and sometimes
unpleasant. Training in dealing with difficult people could also be beneficial in
conveying the proper message daily.
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Strategic plan elements from City Council

1. Prioritize homeless to obtain housing vouchers.
2. Reduce consultant’s fees and prioritize budget for necessary health and
safety repairs and maintenance for existing facilities.
3. End probably invalid land sale contract for Willow Heights.
4. End RAD Conversion plan for Fiscal Year 2018 especially possible
demolition of Willow Heights and Lewis Plaza.
5. Adopt the recommendations of the University Community Design
Center for Willow Heights.
6. Housing Authority should work with and apply for funds for Community
Development Block Grants (CDBG)

Upon review of the items from the City Council, Willow Heights contract is in
process, the RAD Conversion plan is in the process of being ended. Most
consultant fees the City Council seemed to have concerns about were related
to the RAD conversion. The recommendations of the University Community
Design Center for Willow Heights cannot be pursued until the contract is done.

Community Development Block Grant for Lewis Plaza were applied for by
Director Smiley, but was not eligible to be considered. According to a rejection
letter from City of Fayetteville:
The project description did not specify how beneficiaries are selected, the
application process, how low and moderate income is verified, how the
project furthers the agency’s philosophy, and how the project will meet
National Objective. Also, the project timeline did not include dates and the
objectives and outcomes did not include how objectives would be
measured/evaluate. Lastly, the accessibility, construction cost estimate,
intake forms, maintenance & upkeep plan, and non-profit status
verification were missing from the additional documentation.

Prioritizing homeless residents to obtain vouchers is a process that is laid out
well in the HUD Notice PIH 2013-15 and USICH’s Establishing WaitList
Preference documents. It will be a process that involves public meetings and
changes in policy. In June 2017, HUD issued a $100 Million NOFA (Notice of
Funding Availability) for a new type of voucher, Mainstream Housing Choice
Vouchers. Congress appropriated almost $300 million more into HUD's Fiscal
Year 2018 budget for the Mainstream Housing Choice Voucher program and a
new NOFA is expected soon.
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Recommendations

Prioritize people experiencing homelessness

When implementing this recommendation, FHA could consider other PHAs
that have prioritized homelessness. One notable example was Loudon County,
Virginia who awarded every 10 available voucher to someone from the
Continuum of Care (CoC) By-Name List. By changing the policy, FHA will assist
the NWA CoC to increase their score on the grant evaluation. This will
increase funding for the entire community.
th

Additionally, FHA should establish MOU (Memorandum of Understanding)
with homeless service providers to provide wrap around services for clients
being housed from homelessness. Salt Lake City Housing Authority has
established this preference and has a social service department to assist
clients to connect with mainstream services.

FHA could also begin tracking applications where clients self-report as
experiencing homelessness as they do for VASH clients. Finally, the FHA could
work with the CoC to have a move-on strategy for clients exiting the program.
Prioritize budget for necessary health and safety repairs and maintenance for
existing facilities

Maintenance Supervisor and Public Housing Director are both creating lists of
maintenance items to be completed (critical needs assessment prioritized).
Additionally, critical issues found during the recent REAC inspection are being
addressed systematically. Further review of the budget will be required to
find the exact amount that can be used for maintenance.
All service contracts need to be reviewed and appropriate bids received to
ensure highest level of service at the best value. This is where understanding
procurement policies is critical.
Waiting for real estate contract conclusion to proceed
•
•
•

End probably invalid land sale contract for Willow Heights.
End RAD Conversion plan for Fiscal Year 2018 especially possible
demolition of Willow Heights and Lewis Plaza.
Adopt the recommendations of the University Community Design
Center for Willow Heights.
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CDBG Grant

Staff is working on price quotes for a playground for Morgan Manor and
upgrades to Community Center at Lewis Plaza as potential projects for Public
Facilities portion of the CDBG grant during the second round opportunity for
funds.

Additional Recommendations

Emergency Grant for Hillcrest Towers

The Emergency Grant for Hillcrest Towers includes funding to move residents
during the renovation process. Approximately 20 residents will need to be
moved at a time for a period of 4-6 weeks. Options for moving residents
during the project should not be limited to hotels or renting from existing
landlords. FHA should also research the possibility of purchasing housing that
after the grant could be used as Project Based housing.
This report is respectfully submitted to the FHA Board of Commissioners by
Angela Belford, The Belford Group. Questions about the report may be
addressed via email angela@thebelfordgroup.com.
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